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Reading List
Themes in West Africa's History
by Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong
There has long been a need for a new textbook on West Africa's history. This comprehensive
collection brings together leading scholars on key themes from West Africa's prehistory to the
present. It discusses various disciplinary approaches to West African history, provides overviews of
the literature on major topics, and breaks new ground through the incorporation of original research.
Part one provides perspectives on West Africa's history from archaeology, ecology and culture,
linguistics, and oral traditions. Part two provides longue duree perspectives on environment, society,
agency and historical change. Part three examines how economic and political developments have
shaped religious expression and identity in significant ways. At the end of each chapter is a short list
of recommended reading.

Africa: A Modern History
by Guy Arnold
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The end of the Second World War signalled the rapid end of the European African empires. In 1945,
only four African countries were independent; by 1963, thirty African states created the Organization
of African Unity. Despite formidable problems, the 1960s were a time of optimism as Africans
enjoyed their new independence, witnessed increases in prosperity and prepared to tackle their
political and economic problems in their own way.
By the 1990s, however, the high hopes of the 1960s had been dashed. Dictatorship by strongmen,
corruption, civil wars and genocide, widespread poverty and the interventions and manipulations of
the major powers had all relegated Africa to the position of an aid 'basket case', with some of the
world's poorest and least-developed nations.
By exploring developments over the last fifteen years, including the impact of China, new IT
technology and the Arab Spring, the rise of Nigeria as Africa's leading country and the recentrefugee
crisis, Guy Arnold brings his landmark history of modern Africa up to date and provides afresh and
insightful perspective on this troubled and misunderstood continent.

Benin History, Dahomey and Women Warriors: Life before Colonization, People and Tradition
by Sampson Jerry
Benin is a tiny country in West African region bordered with Nigeria, little is known about this
country, its history, culture, people, and tradition, here you have the entire history of republic of
Benin, starting from the first day of this country, how the country came to exist, and the people that
made up that country, the strong solders of this empire, who are known as Women warriors, a lot is
reviewed in this book for your information need

Ghana - Culture Smart!: The Essential Guide to Customs & Culture
by Ian Utley
The "Gateway to Africa," Ghana welcomes around a million tourists, aid workers, and business
travelers a year—visitors who invariably come away with glowing reports of a fertile land, tropical
scenic beauty, rich culture and traditions, and many first-rate tourist attractions. It is, however, the
Ghanaians themselves who make the biggest impression. It is through their hospitality and love of
peace that Ghana has a claim to be the safest and friendliest country in Africa. Ghanaians are
welcoming to foreign guests, respectful to each other, strong followers of tradition, and have deep
familial and communal values. For most visitors, Ghana comes as a wonderfully refreshing change,
with valuable lessons to teach the outside world. Ghanaians like to do things their own way, and
Ghana is a proud country that does not cater exclusively to tourists but rather expects them to fit in
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with the Ghanaian pace and way of life. Thus a visit to Ghana is not without its downsides, and
visitors can experience frustrations and barriers. This revised and updated edition of Culture Smart!
Ghana explains the complexities and nuances of Ghanaian society with clarity and humor. Visitors
are expected to be sympathetic to their customs and beliefs, and their hosts will have no hesitation
in saying, "We don't do that here," should a faux pas be made or a taboo broken. It is important to
Ghanaians that they, and their guests, follow certain rules and codes of conduct. Culture Smart!
Ghana describes these rules, explains where they come from, helps to disperse the frustrations and
barriers, and offers the reader an opportunity to enjoy more fully all that this beautiful country has to
offer.

Homegoing
by Yaa Gyasi
Effia and Esi: two sisters with two very different destinies. One sold into slavery; one a slave trader's
wife. The consequences of their fate reverberate through the generations that follow. Taking us from
the Gold Coast of Africa to the cotton-picking plantations of Mississippi; from the missionary schools
of Ghana to the dive bars of Harlem, spanning three continents and seven generations, Yaa Gyasi
has written a miraculous novel - the intimate, gripping story of a brilliantly vivid cast of characters
and through their lives the very story of America itself.
Epic in its canvas and intimate in its portraits, Homegoing is a searing and profound debut from a
masterly new writer.
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